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NEW QUESTION: 1
The OSPF Hello protocol performs which of the following tasks?
(Choose two.)
A. It detects unreachable neighbors in 90 second intervals.
B. It negotiates correctness parameters between neighboring
interfaces.
C. It uses timers to elect the router with the fastest links as
the designated router.
D. It maintains neighbor relationships.
E. It provides dynamic neighbor discovery.
F. It broadcasts hello packets throughout the internetwork to
discover all routers that are running OSPF.
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three factors must you consider before you deploy APs to
a wireless network located in a warehouse?
(Choose three.)
A. employee schedules
B. deliveries
C. conveyor belts
D. variable inventory quantities
E. types of walls
F. ceiling height
Answer: A,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
What characteristic do project and operational work share in
common?
A. Repetitiveness
B. Performed by systems
C. Uniqueness
D. Constrained by limited resources
Answer: D
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